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From: Google Alerts [mailto:googlealerts-noreply@google.com]  
Sent: Friday, July 22, 2011 10:01 AM  
To: Carol Bannen  
Subject: Google Alert - wisconsin redistricting

News  
12 new results for wisconsin redistricting

Kind urges veto of redistricting plan  
Wisconsin Radio Network  
US Representative Ron Kind (D-WI) says he’s disappointed in the redistricting process, which was approved by the Republican-controlled Legislature this week with little input from Democrats or the general public. He says it’s the classic definition of ...
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GOP remap plan clears legislature  
Beloit Daily News  
“Democracy is literally on life support in Wisconsin and now you want to give it a lethal injection,” said Rep. Mark Pocan, D-Madison. The Legislature usually doesn’t consider the once-a-decade process of redistricting until the fall. ...
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A Vicious Abuse of Power  
Progressive.org  
By Rebecca Kemble, July 21, 2011 On Wednesday night the Wisconsin State Assembly voted to approve legislative and congressional redistricting maps that Representative Fred Kessler called, “the most vicious abuse of partisan power that I have ever seen ...
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1/9/2012
Roys and Taylor respond to Assembly Redistricting vote

Dane101

Wisconsin voters will not forget their disgraceful actions today.” Chris Taylor, Democratic nominee for State Assembly in the 48th District, issued the following statement. “The new redistricting bill is just another example of the blatant abuse of ...
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Here is the latest Wisconsin news from The Associated Press

WMTV

MILWAUKEE (AP) -- Governor Scott Walker isn’t saying whether he’ll sign the redistricting bills that have passed in the state Senate and Assembly. The bills redraw political boundaries in ways Democrats say could give Republicans an edge in upcoming ...
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Emily's Post: Walker's rejection of federal train money still hurts Wisconsin

Isthmus Daily Page

As I sat and watched the Senate debate over the Republican redistricting plan on Monday (which has, unsurprisingly, now passed both Houses on straight party-line votes), one little jab in particular by Sen. Fitzgerald stood out to me ...
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Romlein running for open Assembly seat

Watertown Daily Times

... the Wisconsin Government Accountability Board and will be running for the 37th District position as a Republican. The 37th District seat is expected to become open because of new redistricting maps that are being proposed by Republican leadership ...
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NRCC rolls out newest Young Guns

Politico

Sessions pointed to redistricting as a major factor, arguing that newly drawn maps have shored up as many as nine potentially vulnerable incumbents, including Indiana Rep. Todd Young, Texas Rep. Francisco Canseco and Wisconsin Rep. Sean Duffy.
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GOP has more ad money but opposition has better arguments

Milwaukee Labor Press

Look at how they're trying to chill voter turnout this summer by pushing through redistricting for next year -- clearly an effort to help the likely losers in the recalls sneak back into office in 2012 through excessive demographic fiddling ...
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Recommended: First Thoughts: On the cusp

msnbc.com

Cook Report's Dave Wasserman and Rothenberg Report's Nathan Gonzales with a 2012 redistricting primer... And one of us (!!!) joins the Washington Post's Chris Cillizza and Democratic strategist Karen Finney to chew on the latest campaign trail news ...
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10th Senate District candidate who never was says both parties fail to ...

River Falls Journal

When Democrats had majorities in state government and could control political boundaries, Democrats opposed Republicans who called for a “nonpartisan way of redistricting.” Now that Republicans are the majority state party, Republicans want to redraw ...
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Gov. Walker mum on signing the redistricting bills

WEAU-TV 13

The state of Wisconsin is getting better every day, now the doyal is gone. GO WALKER by Anonymous on Jul 22, 2011 at 05:16 AM I hope he signs it in private and then a couple of months
from now it will come out that it has been signed into law. by ...
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